Biochemical and electron microscopic characterization of DNA-RNA complexes from HeLa cell mitochondria.
The previous electron microscopic investigations on the occurrence in HeLa cell mitochondria of transcription complexes of mitochondrial DNA [Aloni, Y., and Attardi, G. (1972a), J. Mol. Biol. 70, 363-373] have been extended with the aim of obtaining these complexes in a reasonably pure form for biochemical analysis. By using conditions designed to minimize losses of such structures and any possible contamination by nuclear DNA, it has been shown that a substantial fraction (40 to 50%) of mitochondrial DNA can be isolated from exponentially growing HeLa cells in the form of fastsedimenting complexes with RNA. These complexes have been characterized with respect to density and sedimentation properties, content in newly synthesized RNA, stability of the association of RNA with DNA, presence of different forms of mitochondrial DNA, and electron microscopic appearance. The properties of these complexes, as well as the results of reconstruction experiments, strongly suggest that the majority of such structures represent true transcriptional intermediates. The occurrence in this fraction of replicating or newly replicated mitochondrial DNA molecules has been observed. Although the presence of single-stranded DNA segments makes the replicative intermediates particularly susceptible to aggregation with free RNA, electron microscopic observations point to the possibility that these intermediates may be recruited for transcription.